Deseret News
Academic All-State Teams
2016-17 Boys' Soccer

5A Combined GPA: 3.998
Matthew Johnson...................... American Fork
Bryant McArthur..................... Bingham
Benjamin Gonzalez................... Copper Hills
Andrew Marino........................ Cottonwood
Samuel Angus......................... Herriman
Branson Fonnesbeck................. Mountain Crest
Kyle Erickson........................ Sky View
Seth Weeks............................ Viewmont
Barry Best........................... Weber
Kade Johnson......................... Weber

3A Combined GPA: 4.000
Micah Dean......................... Bear River
Alex Jackman....................... Bear River
Jacob Simister...................... Desert Hills
Kory Adams.......................... Hurricane
Derick Bunn.......................... Hurricane
Caleb Dredge......................... Morgan
Verl Johansen....................... Morgan
Dylan Spencer....................... Stansbury
Tieker Duncan....................... Union
Tanner Wallace....................... Union

4A Combined GPA: 4.000
Levi Port............................. Box Elder
Cade Kartchner....................... Hillcrest
Dylan Verbanatz..................... Orem
Austin Caprio......................... Skyridge
Benjamin Driggs..................... Skyridge
Nathan Conrad....................... Timpanogos
Andrew Bestenlehner............... Uintah
Kamryn Mansfield.................... Uintah
Treven McKeachnie.................. Uintah
Caden Nerdin....................... Uintah

2A Combined GPA: 3.989
Hay Soe.............................. American Prep
Nathan Fairhurst..................... Beaver
Parker Stevens....................... Millard
Wade Jenson.......................... Parowan
Tarren Overson....................... Parowan
Jordan Abdalla...................... Rowland Hall
Brayden Staples...................... South Summit
Joshua Augenstein................... Summit Academy
Walker Eads.......................... Summit Academy
Bryan Williams...................... Summit Academy